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New—5th Edition!

Understanding Contemporary Latin America

Henry (Chip) Carey, editor

“An excellent undergraduate text, covering critical subjects that students need to know about this region. The chapters break the monotony of traditional textbooks... I especially welcome the new chapter on violence and corruption, an important subject for understanding Latin America today.” —Cristina Escobar, Temple University

Praise for the previous editions:

“Provides students with a broad, thorough, and accessible introduction to a fascinating region.” —L. Madrid, University of Texas at Austin

“Masterfully unravels many issues facing Latin America today to enrich our understanding of its complex dynamics.” —Cynthia Chavez Metoyer, California State University, San Marcos

This new edition of Understanding Contemporary Latin America, the first under the editorship of Chip Carey, reflects the many changes that have occurred in the region in the decade since the previous edition was published. An entirely new chapter on crime and security, along with new treatments of such classic subjects as geography, history, politics, economics, international relations, and more, make for an unparalleled introduction to the complexities of Latin America today. Henry (Chip) Carey is associate professor of political science at Georgia State University.

Contents

- A Geographic Preface—M. Price.
- The Historical Context—R. De La Pedraja.
- Politics—S. McConnell.
- Economies—S.G. McKinney.
- International Relations—C. Fraser.
- Environmental Challenges—J. Chase and S. Place.
- Social, Political, and Cultural Identities—K.A. Yelvington.
- The Roles of Women—S. Tiano and M. Shea.
- Education—F.M. Reimers.
- Religion—H. Stewart-Gambino.

2022/529 pages
ISBN: 978-1-62637-977-0 pb $32.50/£26.50
Australia: A$50.60
Polity: Demystifying Democracy in Latin America and Beyond
Joe Foweraker

“A refreshing book that tackles the study of democracy from a realistic perspective... Provides a rich theoretical analytical framework which will enable researchers to approach highly relevant topics like the persistence of clientelism within democratic regimes as well as the political logic of populist success in more nuanced ways.”
—Saskia P. Ruth-Lovell, Democratization

“Foweraker’s wide-ranging analytical review and proposed conceptual framework is an intellectual tour de force. His book provides an alternative perspective to excessively reductionist and decontextualized analyses of Latin American political institutions.”
—Jonathan Hartlyn, Latin American Politics and Society

Amidst the many lamentations about the problems of democracy, Joe Foweraker turns his attention to specific questions: Is democracy incompatible with stark social inequalities? Why are so many democratic governments deemed unaccountable and beset by populist pressures? Perhaps most fundamentally, why does democratic theory have no answers to these questions?

Joe Foweraker is honorary professor of politics at the University of Exeter and emeritus fellow of St Antony’s College at the University of Oxford. Dolores Trevizo is professor of sociology at Occidental College.

CONTENTS

Democracy and Its Discontents in Latin America
Joe Foweraker and Dolores Trevizo, editors

“This book manages to contrast precisely very different realities to answer one main question, how is democracy in Latin America?”
—Tomás Dodds, Latin American Policy

“A valuable contribution.”
—Stefano Palestini, Democratization

Why is there so much discontent with democracy across Latin America? Are regimes being judged by unrealistic standards of success—or is there legitimate cause for criticism? Addressing these questions across a variety of dimensions, the authors explore the diverse ways in which the specific nature of Latin American democracy explains the current performance of the region’s democratic governments.

Joe Foweraker is honorary professor of politics at the University of Exeter and emeritus fellow of St Antony’s College at the University of Oxford. Dolores Trevizo is professor of sociology at Occidental College.

CONTENTS

Challenges to Democracy in the Andes: Strongmen, Broken Constitutions, and Regimes in Crisis
Maxwell A. Cameron and Grace M. Jaramillo, editors

“This is the book to read to understand the prospects for democracy in the Andean region.”
—Gerardo L. Munck, University of Southern California

“A must-read for scholars and students interested in democracy, constitutionalism, executive aggrandizement, and institutions in Latin America.”
—Julio Carrión, University of Delaware

Although military coups are rare in the Andean countries, democracies remain prone to deep political crises caused by elected leaders (especially strongmen, or caudillos) who abuse their power—often with broad public approval. What explains this phenomenon?

The authors of Challenges to Democracy in the Andes propose answers to this question. Offering an analytical framework that disaggregates the components of democratic regimes, along with case studies and comparisons from Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, and Venezuela, they describe and explain political changes within the gray zone between democracy and authoritarianism.

Maxwell A. Cameron is professor in the Department of Political Science at the University of British Columbia (UBC). Grace M. Jaramillo is adjunct professor in the School of Public Policy and Global Affairs at UBC.

CONTENTS
• The Dilemmas of Democratization in the Andes—M.A. Cameron and G.M. Jaramillo.
• Political Regimes: Components, Crises, and Change—M.A. Cameron.
• Venezuela: From Democracy to Authoritarianism—M. McCarthy.
• Bolivia: Paradoxes of Inclusion and Contestation—S. Anria and J. Cyr.
• Ecuador: From Muerte Lenta to Democratic Renewal?—G.M. Jaramillo.
• Peru: Democratic Erosion Under Neoliberalism—C. Ilizarbe.
• Columbia: A Liberal Democracy Beseiged—J. Boesten.
• Enabling—and Impeding—the Rights of Indigenous Peoples—J. Tockman.
• The Covid-19 Pandemic and Democratic Erosion—V. Hurtado and P. Sosa-Villagarica.
• Strongmen and the Dispute over Democracy—M.A. Cameron.

August 2022/ca. 260 pages
ISBN: 978-1-955055-42-0
hc $58/£79.50
Australia: AS$150.70

A RELATED TITLE . . .
Venezuela’s Polarized Politics: The Paradox of Direct Democracy Under Chávez
Ana L. Mallen and María Pilar García-Guadilla

“Delivers one of the most penetrating, illuminating, and convincing explanations for the extreme sociopolitical polarization in Venezuela’s Bolivarian republic.”
—Eduardo Silva, Tulane University

hc $75/£60.95
A FirstForum Press Book
Australia: AS$115.50

2 Lynne Rienner Publishers
New!

The Corruption Debates:
Left vs. Right—and Does It Matter—in the Americas

Stephen D. Morris

“A provocative analysis of the contentious politics of corruption and reform, raising fundamental questions of power and justice…. The contemporary anticorruption industry would benefit from rethinking the theoretical and political challenges raised in this book.” —Michael Johnston, Colgate University

“Offers a breath of fresh air for the study of a critical issue.” —David Arellano-Gault, CIDE

While there is arguably universal agreement that corruption plagues countries worldwide, do we agree as well on what corruption is and how to fight it? Do the left and right on the political spectrum hold conflicting views on the issue? Is there a difference in how successful left vs. right governments are in curbing corruption? These are the questions that inspired The Corruption Debates.

Stephen Morris explores left and right anticorruption ideologies broadly, then turns to promises, policies, and outcomes in North and South America. He also reaches beyond differences rooted in left/right dichotomies to develop an alternative hypothesis, one reflecting an in-power vs. out-of-power dynamic. His book captures the inherently political nature of not only corruption, but, equally, our understanding of it.

Stephen D. Morris is professor of political science and international relations at Middle Tennessee State University. He is also adjoint professor in the Center for Latin American Studies at Vanderbilt University.

CONTENTS
• Ideology and the Corruption Debates.
• Parsing the Literature.
• Political Rhetoric in the Americas.
• Anticorruption Policies Left and Right.
• Assessing Policy Outcomes.

The Power Factor:
An Alternative Hypothesis.
• The Corruption Dilemmas.

For a related title, see page 16

New!

Brazilian Politics on Trial:
Corruption and Reform Under Democracy

Luciano Da Ros and Matthew M. Taylor

“An engagingly written and thoroughly researched investigation of the ongoing fight against grand corruption in Brazil, situated in comparative perspective to be of broad interest.” —Matthew S. Winters,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Brazil’s democracy has repeatedly suffered major corruption scandals, despite numerous reforms designed to overcome entrenched patterns of illicit behavior. Why? What has caused corruption scandals to recur across some four decades of presidential administrations? And what are the implications of Brazil’s experience for efforts to enhance accountability elsewhere?

Addressing these questions, Luciano Da Ros and Matthew Taylor provide a framework for evaluating the bottlenecks to effective accountability in Brazil and analyze the successes and failures of anticorruption efforts from the early days of the democratic transition through the demise of the massive Lava Jato investigations.

Luciano Da Ros is assistant professor of political science at the Federal University of Santa Catarina. Matthew M. Taylor is associate professor of international relations at American University.

CONTENTS
• Scandal and Corruption in Brazil.
• The Prevailing Elite Cartel Syndrome.
• The Incremental Approach to Accountability, 1985–2014.
• The Unmaking of Lava Jato and Its Ramifications, 2016–2021.
• Judicial Big Pushes in Large Democracies.

For a related title, see page 17
New!

Education and the Future of Latin America

Alejandro Toledo Manrique

“Tooled guides the reader through a comprehensive and compelling presentation of key issues, challenges, and cases.... Combining scholarly research with powerful personal reflections, this book is an important resource for any student or scholar of comparative education, education in Latin America, or political and educational leadership.”

—Thomas Luschei, Claremont Graduate University

What will it take to overcome the many challenges that Latin America faces in developing quality, inclusive education for its diverse population? That is the question at the heart of Alejandro Toledo’s new book.

Toledo begins from the premise that the uneven caliber of schools and universities in the region is only part of the problem. Drawing on his own childhood experiences living in deep poverty, he addresses the inequalities in health care, the large pockets of economic deprivation, and the discrimination against Indigenous peoples that continue to characterize Latin American societies—and to negatively affect student learning. He also takes a hard look at teacher competence, the harsh conditions of rural education, and the pitfalls of privatizing higher education. His examples of successes, and his call for sustained political leadership in reforming education, are both realistic and refreshingly candid.

Alejandro Toledo Manrique, former president of Peru (2001–2006), is now president of the Global Center for Development and Democracy.

CONTENTS

• A Vision for Education in Latin America.
• The Inequality of Educational Outcomes.
• Building the Foundation for Better Education.
• The Imperative of Early Childhood Education.
• Bringing Quality Education to Rural Areas.
• Education Policy for Indigenous Populations.
• Teachers and Teaching.
• The Challenges of Crime and Violence.
• Bridging the Digital Divide.
• Higher Education as a Force for Greater Equality.
• The Crucial Role of Sustained Public Leadership.

2021/246 pages
hc $95/£76.95
Australia: $A145.20

New!

The Muslims of Latin America and the Caribbean

Ken Chitwood

The “Muslim World” is often narrowly conceived as tied to the Middle East and North Africa, or more broadly as encompassing Africa’s Sahel region, South and Southeast Asia, and parts of the Balkans. But what about Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC)? It is this question that inspired Ken Chitwood’s book.

Chitwood traces the story of Muslims in LAC: their deep roots in the region, as well as the current connections among the multiple networks of people, ideas, economies, politics, and religion that extend across the Americas and beyond. Moving from pre-Columbian encounters to the present day, his rich account leaves the reader with a deeper understanding of an integral, but little recognized, part of the Americas and global Islam.

Ken Chitwood is the Fritz Thyssen Foundation Postdoctoral Research Fellow at the Berlin Graduate School Muslim Cultures and Societies, Free University of Berlin.

CONTENTS

• Putting Muslims on the Map in Latin America and the Caribbean.
• The Question of Pre-Columbian Contact.
• Los Moros, Spain, and the Making of the New World.
• Enslaved Muslims and Their Enduring Legacy.
• Indentured Servants and Immigrants.
• Halal in Brazil and the Global Muslim Economy.
• Islamophobia and the War on Terror.
• Seeking a Better World in Mexico.
• The Contest for Sunni Hegemony in the Caribbean.
• The Dream of a Latinx Muslim Homeland.

CONCLUSION.

• The Americas as Part of a Broader “Muslim World.”

2021/285 pages
ISBN: 978-1-62637-948-0  
hc $95/£76.95
Australia: $A145.20

Special paperback program . . .

Want to use one of our hardcover books in your class? Our Text-in-Time® print-on-demand paperback program allows us to make hardcover books available at a price suitable for course use. Simply have your bookstore call us at 303-444-6684 to place a prepaid, nonreturnable order, and books will be delivered within four weeks.
**The Politics of Abortion in Latin America:**
Public Debates, Private Lives

Jane Marcus-Delgado

“Marcus-Delgado offers a rich ... account of the political process of abortion reform.... A valuable feature of the book is the extensive and richly documented recount of women’s personal stories of their attempts to find justice.”

—Debora Lopreite,
Latin American Politics and Society

With Latin America home to some of the most draconian bans on abortion in the world, abortion rights is one of the most controversial and hotly contested topics in Latin American politics today. Jane Marcus-Delgado explores the ways in which key actors—from politicians to grassroots activists to the global community—participate and shape strategies in the on-going debate. Marcus-Delgado sheds new light on the dire situation of Latin American women facing unwanted pregnancies, and on the interactions between the state and its most vulnerable members of society.

**Jane Marcus-Delgado** is professor of political science and director of the International Studies Program at the College of Staten Island, City University of New York.

**CONTENTS**

- The Politics of Abortion in Latin America.
- Intersections of Morality and Political Reality.
- From Revolution and Reform to “Right to Life.”
- Pressure from Below.
- When Civil Society Meets Uncivil Opponents.
- Private Lives on the Global Stage.
- Outside Forces at Work.
- The Promise of Public Debate.

2020/181 pages
ISBN: 978-1-62637-806-3
hc $79.95/£64.95
Australia: AS$135.20

---

**New!**

**Policing and Politics in Latin America:**
When Law Enforcement Breaks the Law

Diego Esparza

Though police are supposed to serve and protect, they all too often rob and abuse. Why? And what can be done about it? That is the central puzzle addressed in this book.

Drawing on the disparate cases of Chile, Colombia, and Mexico, Diego Esparza analyzes why some countries’ police forces are more corrupt than others and considers what policy initiatives can turn an abusive police force into one that works for its citizens. His findings, perhaps most notably, fundamentally challenge assumptions about the virtues of local control.

**Diego Esparza** is assistant professor of political science at the University of North Texas.

**CONTENTS**

- The Problem of Police Misconduct.
- Chile: A Model for Latin America?
- Colombia: Policing in Times of Civil Conflict.
- Mexico: Reforming Police During a Drug War.
- Overcoming the Sheep-Wolf-Dog Narrative.

August 2022/ca. 195 pages
hc $89.95/£72.95
Australia: AS$137.50

---

**The State on the Streets:**
Police and Politics in Argentina and Brazil

Mercedes S. Hinton

“No one writing about the reform of police in Latin America or about the politics of police reform generally should begin their analysis without reading and referencing this book. Hinton’s The State on the Streets will be a standard bearer in police research for years to come.”

—Martha K. Huggins and Saima Husain, International Studies Review

“A must read for those studying the nuances of policing and political change in Latin America.”

—Jennifer Wood, Bulletin of Latin American Research

How Latin American governments will respond to popular outcry against unprecedented levels of both corruption and crime ranks among the principal political questions of our time. The State on the Streets focuses on the tense interplay of police, democracy, state, and civil society in the region, using the cases of Argentina and Brazil as a lens.

**Mercedes S. Hinton** is a Nuffield Foundation research fellow at the London School of Economics and Political Science.

2006/235 pages
hc $55/£44.50
Australia: AS$84.70

---

**SPEAK UP!**

Is there a book you’d like your library to own? Let them know! Your recommendations matter—they help your librarian decide what to buy.
Undocumented Latino Youth: Navigating Their Worlds

Marisol Clark-Ibáñez

“An invaluable, impressively researched, exceptionally well written, organized and presented study....[It] will prove of immense value to both scholars and non-specialist general readers.” —Helen Dumont, Midwest Book Review

“Essential....Sheds light on how the racist implementation of immigration policies trickles down to shape the lives of children and young people in and out of school.” —Leisy J. Abrego, University of California, Los Angeles

Though often overlooked in heated debates, more than 1.8 million undocumented immigrants are under the age of 18. How do immigration policies shape the lives of these young people? How do local and state laws that are seemingly unrelated to undocumented communities negatively affect them? Marisol Clark-Ibáñez delivers an intimate look at growing up as an undocumented Latino immigrant, analyzing the social and legal dynamics that shape everyday life in and out of school.

Marisol Clark-Ibáñez is professor of sociology at California State University, San Marcos.

CONTENTS
• Undocumented Immigration: Dreams of Education and Beyond.
• Immigration Policy: Living with the Law.
• Elementary School: The Beginning and the Promise.
• Middle School: Creating New Paths.
• High School: Aspirations with Uncertainty.
• Community College: A Gateway.
• The University: A (Mostly) Safe Haven.
After College Graduation: Bittersweet.
• DREAMer Activism: Challenges and Opportunities.
• Being a “DREAM Keeper”: Lessons Learned.
• Rethinking the American Dream.
• APPENDIX A: Sociology con y en la comunidad.
• APPENDIX B: Brief Overview of the Field.
• APPENDIX C: Summary Tables of Participants.

2017/273 pages
ISBN: 978-1-62637-595-6 pb $27.50/£22.50
Australia: A$42.90

Latinos/as: Exploring Diversity and Change

2ND EDITION
Puerto Ricans in the United States: A Contemporary Portrait

Edna Acosta-Belén and Carlos E. Santiago

Praise for the previous edition
(a Choice Outstanding Academic Book):

“An excellent panoramic view of Puerto Ricans in the United States.... Will become the [book] on Puerto Rican studies and a prominent complement to the ethnic studies literature, and well it should.” —Carlos Vargas-Ramos, Contemporary Sociology

“As the deans of Puerto Rican studies, Acosta-Belén and Santiago provide a comprehensive, contemporary portrait of the nearly 8 million Puerto Ricans almost evenly divided between the island itself and across the US mainland and Hawaii.... A valuable reference work and an accessible one-volume introduction to US Puerto Ricans.... Essential.” —Choice

Fully revised and expanded to reflect more than a decade of new developments and data, the second edition of this widely acclaimed book presents an up-to-date, comprehensive portrait of the second largest Latino group in the United States.

Edna Acosta-Belén and Carlos Santiago trace the trajectory of the Puerto Rican experience from the early colonial period, through a series of waves of migration to the US, to current cultural legacies and political and social challenges. Their work is an indispensable resource for anyone seeking to understand the history, contributions, and contemporary realities of the ever-growing Puerto Rican diaspora.

Edna Acosta-Belén is Distinguished Professor Emerita and O’Leary Professor at the University at Albany, SUNY. Carlos E. Santiago is commissioner of higher education for the state of Massachusetts; before joining the Department of Education, he was chancellor of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee and professor in the university’s Department of Economics.

CONTENTS
• Puerto Rico: An Island at a Critical Crossroads.
• Historical Roots of the Puerto Rican People.
• Early Migrations to the United States.
• The Great Migration and Other Postwar Patterns.
• Economic Collapse, Hurricane Maria, and the New Millennium Migration.
• A Demographic and Socioeconomic Portrait.
• Social, Civil Rights, and Empowerment Struggles.
• Cultural and Artistic Legacies.
• The Colonial Quandary: What Lies Ahead.
• Brief Chronology of Puerto Rican History.

2018/363 pages
Australia: A$44

Latinos/as: Exploring Diversity and Change
China’s Financing in Latin America and the Caribbean
Enrique Dussel Peters, editor
Focusing on foreign direct investment, the authors of this book look in depth at China’s activities in Latin America and the Caribbean during 2000–2018. They present both institutional and country-specific case studies, including in each case important historical and socioeconomic context.
2020/398 pages • ISBN: 978-607-8066-46-9 • pb $39.95/£32.50/A$61.60

China’s Foreign Direct Investment in Latin America and the Caribbean: Conditions and Challenges
Enrique Dussel Peters, editor
China’s explosive outflow of foreign direct investment (FDI) globally can now be measured in the hundreds of billions of dollars, with close to 10 billion of that going each year to Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC). The characteristics and significance of that investment in LAC are the focus of this new book. The authors discuss FDI in the region from the Chinese perspective; look at the cases of China and the EU, Africa, and Australia as points of comparison; and then concentrate on ten LAC countries, reviewing bilateral relations in each case and exploring in detail China’s strategies and impact.
2020/334 pages • ISBN: 978-607-8066-45-2 • pb $39.95/£32.50/A$61.60

The Renegotiation of NAFTA. And China?
Enrique Dussel Peters, editor
After more than a year of negotiations, the differences between NAFTA and the new US–Mexico–Canada agreement (USMCA) were minor—especially considering the initial stance of the Trump administration in 2017—with one notable exception. The new agreement explicitly prohibits its members from negotiating free-trade agreements with “non-market economies” such as China. From this perspective, the NAFTA/USMCA region could become the first international anti-China region.

Within this context, the authors of The Renegotiation of NAFTA succinctly analyze the NAFTA integration process since 1994, the process of renegotiation, and the increasing relevance of China for the region and each of its members.
2019/120 pages • ISBN: 978-607-8066-43-8 • pb $22/£17.95/A$34.10

Latin America in International Politics: Challenging US Hegemony
Joseph S. Tulchin
“An excellent book, well worth reading by those, whether policy-maker, scholar or student, serious about understanding foreign policy in the western hemisphere.” —Sean W. Burges, International Affairs
“A must-read for those interested in Latin American history, international relations, and comparative politics.”
—José de A rim atéia da Cruz, Latin American Politics and Society
“Required reading.... Tulchin provides a powerful narrative that is based on careful historical research, well written, and replete with historical vignettes that demonstrate attempts at Latin American agency.... Ideal for an upper-division undergraduate course on Latin American politics and inter-American affairs.”
—Thomas J. Nisley, International Studies Review

In recent years, the countries of Latin America have moved out from under the shadow of the United States to become active players in the international system. What changed? Why? And why did it take so long for that change to happen? To answer those questions, Joseph Tulchin explores the evolving role of Latin American states in world affairs from the early days of independence to the present.

Joseph S. Tulchin is former director of the Latin American Program at the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars.

CONTENTS
• How Latin America Sees the World.
• From Empire to Independence.
• Consolidating Nation-States.
• The Rise of US Hegemony.
• Cold War in the Hemisphere.
• Post–Cold War Optimism.
• The End of Hegemony and the Evolution of Agency.
• Agency After Hegemony.

paperback 2018/235 pages
ISBN: 978-1-62637-728-8 pb $27.50/£22.50 Australia: A$42.90
New—5th edition!

Comparative Politics of the Global South: Linking Concepts and Cases

December Green and Laura Luehrmann

Praise for the previous editions:
“The writing style is lively and the detail is impressive.... another welcome innovation is the welding together of the discussion of key issues with the eight country cases.” — Ross Burkart, Boise State University

December Green and Laura Luehrmann show how history, economics, and politics converge to create the realities of life in the Global South. In this new edition, the authors continue to offer an innovative blend of theory and empirical material as they introduce the politics of what was once called the “third world.” They consistently link theoretical concepts to a set of eight contemporary case studies: China, Egypt, Indonesia, Iran, Mexico, Nigeria, Peru, and Zimbabwe.

A central theme throughout the new edition is how the Covid-19 pandemic has worked as a hinge event—accelerating troubling trends and amplifying longstanding socioeconomic and political problems.

Other features of the fifth edition include: Thoroughly revised chapters on economic and development issues; an update on regime transitions and the rise of authoritarianism; analysis of the status of conflict, terrorist movements, and weapons proliferation; an expanded discussion of populism and nationalism in both the economic and political spheres; a comparison of the range of experiences and responses to the pandemic.

The result is a text that has been successfully designed to challenge students’ preconceptions, arouse their curiosity, and foster critical thinking.

December Green and Laura Luehrmann are professors of political science at Wright State University.

CONTENTS

• Comparing and Defining an Interdependent World.

HISTORICAL LEGACIES.

• Precolonial History: What Once Was, and Why It Matters • Colonialism and Resistance: Gold, God, and Glory • Linking Concepts and Cases.

ECONOMIC REALITIES.

• The Global Economy: What the Pandemic Reveals • Aid: Trade, and Debt: Contending Views on Development • Linking Concepts and Cases.

POLITICS AND POLITICAL CHANGE.

• Civil Society Takes on the State • Linking Concepts and Cases • Violence: The Call to Arms • Linking Concepts and Cases • Democracy: Reform, Reconfiguration, or Disintegration? • Authoritarianism’s Appeal: Why Now? • Linking Concepts and Cases.

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS.

• Sovereignty and the Role of International Organizations • Confronting Global Challenges • The Global South and the United States: Friends or Foes? • Linking Concepts and Cases.

CONCLUSION.

• Looking Forward: Responses to Interdependence.

August 2022/ca. 530 pages
ISBN: 978-1-955055-55-0 pb $38.50/£31.50

New!

Redefining Development: The Extraordinary Genesis of the Sustainable Development Goals

Paula Caballero with Patti Londoño

“This once-in-a-generation detailed insider’s look at how a critically important UN decision was made will be valuable to both scholars and students.”

— Craig Murphy, Wellesley College

“Bridging the worlds of academia and practice, Caballero and Londoño provide illuminative insights on the role of small countries in shaping the UN development agenda in the broader context of the informal processes of multilateral diplomacy.”

— Jacques Fomerand, former director, UNU Office in North America

This extraordinary first-person story of what can be achieved through informal diplomacy traces the improbably successful struggle to achieve acceptance of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)—and thus transform the global development agenda—against all odds.

Moving from the framing of the SDG concept through the entire negotiation process (including a trove of key documents), Paula Caballero and Patti Londoño’s vibrant narrative provides rare insight into informal diplomacy and multilateralism in action. Their insiders’ account provides a unique perspective on how global movements and agendas can be built and impelled forward. Not least, it also serves to prove that just a few committed individuals can generate radical change.

During the period covered in this book, Paula Caballero was director for economic, social, and environmental affairs and Patti Londoño was vice minister for multilateral affairs in the Colombian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

CONTENTS

• Foreword—Juan Manuel Santos.

• The Sustainable Development Goals: The Roadmap for Our Time.

• The Merits of Informal Diplomacy.

• Getting Governments on Board.

• Getting the World to Understand the SDGs.

• Lobbying for the SDGs.

• A Tortuous Process.

• Evolution of the Negotiation Text.

• Breakthrough in Rio.

• Creating the Open Working Group.

• Transformative Implementation.

May 2022/ca. 265 pages
ISBN: 978-1-955055-26-0 pb $29.95/£24.50

Australia: hc AS145.20/pb AS46.20

The Policy and Practice of Governance
New!

**The Corruption Dilemma: Controlling the Power of the Powerful**

Stephen D. Morris

“In this sophisticated analysis, Morris offers a deep and sobering reflection on five complex dilemmas that contemporary societies face when tackling corruption.”

—Matthew M. Taylor, American University

“Morris’s provocative discussion of the history and politics of corruption reminds us not only that the rule of law is under constant strain in the modern world, but also that the very concept and nature of corruption are necessarily political, and all too often politicized, by leaders and the citizens that support them.”

—James D. Long, University of Washington

Continuing his deep study of the nature of political corruption, in his new book Stephen Morris confronts a fundamental dilemma: How can we control power, when power essentially determines what we can, and cannot, control? More specifically, how can we control the power of those actors who use that very power to influence our understanding of corruption and shape our efforts to fight it, all in accordance with their own interests?

As he unpacks the inherent contradictions that handicap the critical quest to limit the power of the powerful, Morris highlights the challenges of fighting corruption and contributes significantly to our understanding of its politicization and persistence.

Stephen D. Morris is professor of political science and international relations at Middle Tennessee State University. He is also adjunct professor in the Center for Latin American Studies at Vanderbilt University.

**CONTENTS**

- The Personal Dilemma.
- The Definitional Dilemma.
- The Capitalism/Democracy Dilemma.
- The Political Dilemma.
- The Anticorruption Dilemma.

July 2022/ca. 175 pages  
ISBN: 978-1-955055-28-4  
hc $85/E68.95

For full information on the books listed below, please visit www.riemner.com.

**The Political Construction of Brazil: Society, Economy, and State Since Independence**

Luiz Carlos Bresser-Pereira

“Bresser-Pereira’s new book is bound to be a classic in the political economy literature on Brazil.”

—José de Arimatéia da Cruz, Latin American Politics and Society

“A magisterial history of Brazil emphasizing economic phases and industrial policies... The author traces the theoretical origins and innovations of the neo-developmentalist school of political economy, drawing on extensive research in Portuguese not easily accessible to American readers (and admirable English translation enhances readability). The book is less a standard historical narrative than a retrospective on Brazil’s past economic and political struggles interpreted through the theoretical lens of new developmentalist.” —Choice

2017/419 pages  
hc $29.95/E24.50/A$46.20

**The Resurgence of Populism in Latin America**

Robert R. Barr

“This is a path-breaking volume.... Essential.” —Choice

Latin America has recently experienced a powerful resurgence of populism, a phenomenon that has had an outsized influence on the region’s politics. What explains this resurgence? And what is distinctive about this new populist era? Answering these questions, Robert Barr offers a refined conceptualization of populism and an intriguing explanation of its recent electoral successes across the continent.

2017/251 pages  
ISBN: 978-1-62637-667-0  
hc $85/E68.95/A$130.90

**Local Mexico: Democratic Transitions in an Authoritarian Context**

Patricia Olney

“A well-done work that would be a valuable addition to any library with Latin American holdings.” —Choice

“A fascinating study.... Olney challenges many of our ideas about the significance of local transitions from the ruling PRI to opposition parties in Mexico’s national movement toward democracy.” —Kathleen Bruhn, University of California, Santa Barbara
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